- WINES BY THE GLASS AND CARAFE -

Vat Rate:

These wines are served in glasses of 175ml and carafes of 500ml. Sparkling and sweet wines are served in
glasses of 125ml.

- WHITE Glass Carafe
1

Bottle

Mas de Vigneron Sec

3.75

Vin de Pays de Vaucluse, France. 2011

10

14.50

Fresh and crisp Ugni Blanc and Colombard grapes combine for an easy drinking wine, pleasing on the palette
and a great all rounder with food.

2

Bellefontaine Sauvignon Blanc

4.00

VDP, Languedoc, France. 2011

11

15.00

Classic Sauvignon Blanc nose with herbaceous notes, yet with underlying ripeness. Rich citrus character on
the palate is livened up by zesty acidity and a lingering finish.

28

Muscadet 'Les Grande Presbyteres'
Sevre et Maine, Sur Lie, Loire. 2010

4.75 13.50
19.00

Aromas of white blossom and passion flower, this muscadet has notes of citrus fruits with a long and elegant
finish.

4

Le Vieux Quartier

5.00

Burgundy, France. 2011

14.50

20.00

Evocatively scented buttery and citrusy aromas combine with rich yet savoury fruit to retain a core of clean
freshness within the full-bodied flavours of a classic Burgundian Chardonnay, expressing depth , length and
above all texture in the finish.

- RED 5

Mas de Vigneron
Vin de Pays de Vaucluse Rouge, Rhone. 2011

3.75

10

14.50

Instant first impressions are of a classic Rhone red, friendly and warming, ample, sweet rich juicy fruit adorned
with that classic Rhone hallmark - spice of Grenache sprinkled with Syrah; lusciously textured plum and
strawberry fruit rounds off the palate, making this a delicious, uncomplicated medium-bodied, soft, fruity and
very drinkable red ... yet serious enough to accompany food.

6

Bellefontaine Merlot
Vin de Pays, Languedoc. 2011

3.95

11

15.00

Rich, vibrant and aromatic fruit showing soft plummy flavours but with full jammy fruit too then quite dry tannic
bite giving it structure and length in the mouth.

68

Le Vieux Quartier
Bourgogne Rouge, France, 2011

5.00

14.50

20.00

The nose and palate express the purity of true Burgundian Pinot Noir. Aromas of red cherries and raspberries
with a delicate palate of fresh red fruit entwined in a fleshy core, which is at once very smooth yet finely
grained, revealing texture and a refreshing clean finish.

8

Le Fou 'Pinot Noir'
VDP De l'Aude

5.50

14.50

20.00

A luscious, textural Pinot Noir made without oak displaying very intense, sweet berry fruit with a savoury twist the defining crackly edge of Pinot Noir streaks through the palate to a mesmerisingly fruity, utterly drinkable,
sensuous finish.

70

Chateau de Balan
Bordeaux 2009

6.00

16.00

22.00

Dark ruby red, it has a very deft touch of oak on the nose and palate which both enriches and rounds the edges
into a smooth, well balanced claret.

10

Les Coteaux Schisteaux, 'Seguret'
Cotes de Rhone Villages, France. 2009
Deep ruby colour with very intense aromas of red fruit and a touch of cedar. On the palate, it is ripe and
attractive, with good depth of nicely developed mature red fruit, lovely balance and rounded structure.

6.50

18.00

25.00

- ROSÉ 11

Bellefontaine Syrah Rose

3.95

Rhone, France. 2011

11

14.50

This well balanced, textural, dry yet fruity rosé from the rolling hillside vineyards of the Languedoc is packed
with delicious crushed wild berry aromas and delicious summer pudding flavours for a memorable finish.

- SPARKLING Glass
Bottle

12

Remy Pannier Sparkling Chardonnay

4.50

Loire, France. NV.

18.00

This wine displays yellow straw colour with a citrus/golden delicious apple fruit aromas and flavours. It finishes
crisp and clean with persistent bubbles.

- SWEET 14

Domaine Grange Neuve

5.75

Mombazillac, Bergerac, France. 2009

20.00

This is a fabulous dessert wine with a well deserved reputation. It's a blend of three grape varieties, Sémillon,
Sauvignon and a little Muscadelle. An extremely elegant wine from the home of dessert wines Monbazillac. The
naturally occurring sugar results in it being sweet, but not overtly so. It is unctuously luscious with a great
backbone of fine acidity for a fresh finish.

- CHAMPAGNE -

These wines are served in 75cl bottles unless otherwise indiicated.

90

Champagne Fleury

45.00

Blanc de Noirs. Reims, France
"Formerly known as Carte Rouge, this all Pinot Noir cuvée is savoury and dry, with lovely red fruits on the midpalate, with small bubbles, a creamy mousse and very good palate length. Only 8 grams of dosage here. 91
points" Tim Atkin

16

Champagne Michel Arnould - Brut
Reims, France
A rich, floral and elegant champagne made from two thirds Pinot Noir and one third Chardonnay. Exquisitely
balanced and delicious with good length, it is from a family estate where all the land comprises Grand Cru sites.

50.00

- WHITE WINES These wines are served in 75cl bottles unless otherwise indiicated.

Loire
18

Muscadet 'Les Grande Presbyteres'

19.00

Sevre et Maine, Sur Lie, Loire. 2010
Aromas of white blossom and passion flower, this muscadet has notes of citrus fruits with a long and elegant
finish.

19

Touraine Sauvignon Blanc

23.00

Chateau de la Bonneliere, Loire Valley, France. 2010
The nose is heady, earthy and herbaceous. The wine has significant palate weight, almost
New World in style, very rounded with a rich texture and long finish.

88

Coteaux du Giennois

25.00

Domaine de Villargeau, Loire Valley, France. 2011
The classic gooseberry fruit on the nose is intense yet restrained, and leads into a palate bursting with flavours
of lime and nettle, delivered with a clean and crisp feel.

Burgundy
21

Le Vieux Cartier

20.00

Bourgogne Blanc, Burgundy, France. 2011
Evocatively scented buttery and citrusy aromas combine with rich yet savoury fruit to retain a core of clean
freshness within the full-bodied flavours of a classic Burgundian Chardonnay, expressing depth , length and
above all texture in the finish.

23

Rully Blanc

35.00

Chateau de Rully, Burgundy, France. 2009
A clean, pale golden Burgundy, with a nose of fresh citrus, peach, and subtle hints of dried fruits. Partial
maturation in new and old oak has added a rounded texture and subtle toastiness.

24

St Veran

35.00

Domaine Thibert 2011
Elegantly oaked, with citrus, peach and pineapple fruit. Hints of vanilla and toast. This is a wine with a slightly
creamy body to it and an impressive intensity and length

91

Bourgogne Cotes d'Auxerre

35.00

Domaine Bersan
A golden coloured glass of true Burgundian class. With a good balance of acidity and fruit this wine keeps you
refreshed while pouring on the flavours. Crisp white fruit and an underlying richness make this a wine for all
seasons.

91

Chablis

38.00

Domaine Jean Goulley 2010
Philippe Goulley was a pioneer in making organic Chablis and his commitment and skill have paid off. This
lovely wine has a pretty pale yellow appearance with hints of green. The nose is open and generous with red
apple and pineapple flavours. The palate is flinty with depth which comes from lees ageing. Good length with a
toasty, almondy finish.

119 Montagny 1er Cru

38.00

Chateau du Cray
A brilliant deep golden colour, this wine has a floral nose with hints of citrus fruit dominated by roasted brioche
overtones. It has a pleasant floral and slight mineral freshness in the mouth.

Alsace

Gewürztraminer Cave Tradition
Cave de Turckheim, Alsace, France. 2010
Pale golden colour with perfumed aromatics of lychees, rose petals and spice. A fantastic wine with great
complexity, full bodied with spice and intense fruit on the finish.

21.00

Bordeaux & South West France
25

Château de la Jaubertie

22.00

Bergerac Sec A.C. 2008
Made from Sauvignon Blanc and a touch of Sémillon, it is a crisp and delicious dry white, full of upfront fruit
with plenty of weight in the mouth.

26

Saint Michel Blanc Perlé

25.00

Gaillac 2010
Youthfully pale yellow with faint green tinges. Zesty lemon and grapefruit aromas dominate the nose. Fresh,
lively and dry, the palate is equally citrussy, with a touch of flint-like minerality.

120 Chateau Couronneau

25.00

Bourdeaux Blanc
Fresh and crisp, with subtle complexity and a lingering finish.
This estate, whilst better known for its excellent Merlot based reds, also produces a thrilling white of top quality.
From both Sauvignon Blanc and Sauvignon Gris, the fermentation is carried out at low temperatures following a
long maceration. This preserves all the freshness and concentration of fruit that will uplift all those that try it.
Silver Medal at Palmares du Concours 2013 (2012 vintage)

Languedoc
27

Duc de Morny' Picpoul de Pinet

19.00

Cave L'Ormarine, Coteaux de Languedoc. 2011
Floral and enticing on the nose, exuberantly fresh on the palate with pear drop fruit, a slightly salty edge and
underlying minerality. Nicknamed 'la bomba' this is incredibly fruity and concentrated Picpoul - yet still fine and
elegant, with a very long finish.

28

Improviste Blanc

20.00

Mas de La Barben, Nimes, Languedoc. 2009
Pale gold. Well balanced in the mouth, it will surprise you with its aromas of exotic fruits, honey and white
flowers.

29

Pure Viognier

28.00

Domaine de Brau, VDP (Roussillon). 2010
A delicate nose with aromas of straw, white flowers and peachy fruit.The mouth has a lovely balance of clean
fresh acidic and fresh leaf and white fleshy fruit flavours. A great example of how good Viognier can be.

30

Cuvee Allegro Blanc

30.00

Ollier Taillefer, Faugeres. 2011
Blended with Rolle and Roussanne grapes, this wine is rich and creamy but with underlying mineraity

- ROSÉ WINES 31

Domaine de Brau

22.00

VDP de l'Aude, Rose
Lovely, dry structured rosé that shines with food
A rosé wine with plenty of substance. The Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon and Egiodola grapes ripen fully in the
southern French sun and the result is a wine with robust, juicy flavours.

32

Clos des Miran

22.00

Cotes du Rhone, Rose 2012
A blend of two classic Rhône varieties Syrah and Grenache.
The grapes are destemmed and gently pressed to extract the delicate colour from the skin. The low
temperature fermentation preserves the expressive aroma of red berries. Crisp and refreshing, it is packed with
ripe summer-fruit flavours. Serve with starters, salads, barbecues, white meat and spicy food.

87

Rose de Leoube
Cotes du Provence, Rose 2012
A beautiful wine that really shows its sea influences. Its slightly floral and citrus aromas help keep that summer
feeling alive. Romain Ott, Léoube's head winemaker and alchemist is adamant you should drink it all year
round as a perfect dinner party wine, as an aperitif or with seafood.
'Pretty nose of cherries, kirsch and candied fruit, light and refreshing palate.' Bronze Medal Decanter World
Wine Awards 2013 (2012 vintage)

30.00

- RED WINES Beaujolais and Burgundy
35

Cru de Volcan, Brouilly

23.00

Domaine Les Roches Bleues, Beaujolais, France. 2010
The nose has lovely floral notes and hints of violet, hints of raspberry, liquorice and earthiness. The palate is
fresh and fruity, a steely mineral core with a silky texture.

8

Les Vieux Cartier

20.00

Bourgogne Rouge, Burgundy, France. 2011
The nose and palate express the purity of true Burgundian Pinot Noir. Aromas of red cherries and raspberries
with a delicate palate of fresh red fruit entwined in a fleshy core, which is at once very smooth yet finely
grained, revealing texture and a refreshing clean finish.

118 Morgon

20.00

Chateau de Pizay 2011
A light, lithe and youthful wine, with a nose of red apples, raspberries and subtle notes of bell peppers and
petals. Super-light tannins and ripe redcurrant fruit are framed by zingy acidity.

102 Morey St Denis 1er Cru 'Les Millandes'

40.00

Domaine Maurice Gavignet, 2005
The nose is thoroughly distinguished and of great complexity (coffee, cherry, raspberry, violet …), all
underpinned by its thread of elegance. With fine balance between strength of body and expression of fruit, it
knws how to soften its tannins and offer generous fleshiness.

103 Chambolle Musigny 1er Cru 'Les Baudes'

40.00

Domaine Maurice Gavignet, 2005
Glowing a rich purple, this wine has a forceful red fruit nose. In the mouth it is much more suave, very
generous, well balanced and shows plenty of energy and good acidity. The excellent finish is rejuvenated with a
renewed burst of energy.

41

Nuits-St-Georges 1er Cru 'Rue de Chaux'

100.00

Domaine Jean Chauvenet, Burgundy. 2003

42

The wine has great richness and intensity, with the concentration derived from the careful management of old
vines. On the nose it shows aromas of ripe, dark berry fruit with an intensely earthy character. On the palate it
is fresh and vibrant with rich, full and robust raspberry and strawberry fruit flavours, firm structure, and a long
finish.

Nuits-St-Georges 1er Cru 'Les Vaucrains'

110.00

Domaine Jean Chauvenet, Burgundy. 2003
An exceptional vintage; Les Vaucrains is arguably the finest vineyard in Nuits-St-Georges and winemaker
Christian Drag has certainly extracted all its potential on this occasion. It is a truly complete wine with rich fruit
and excellent balance.

43

Le Corton Grand Cru

115.00

Domaine Follin-Arbelet. 2003
Light ruby red colour. Opens with notes of sour cherries and a meaty quality. Eventually develops more 'normal'
cherry, floral, meat and mineral aromas. Medium bodied with cherry and red fruit flavours; also something a
little vegetal - though in a good way. Balanced, with a nice amount of fruit carrying through to the finish.

44

Nuits-St-Georges 1er Cru 'Les Vaucrains'

115.00

Robert Chevillon, Burgundy. 2003
This is one of the best estates in Nuits-St-Georges and produces rich, yet individual wines made from very low
yields. These are usually extremely age-worthy examples and a great reference point for Nuits-St-Georges.
This wine presents Tobacco, beef, stock, plum and blackberry.

45

Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru 'Lavaux St-Jaques'

117.00

Domaine Maume, Burgundy. 2003
Aromatically understated. Round and balanced; another wine with hints of vanilla. Long and lingering. Indeed
very long.

46

Gevrey Chambertin 'Clos St Jaques' 1er Cru
Robert Chevillon, Burgundy. 2003
There's a hint of earth and spice to the cherry fruit nose. The palette is fresh with lovely purity and elegance to
the fruit, as well some earthy, 'sappy' notes and a slight metallic tingle on the finish. Lovely expressive fruit
here.

115.00

47

Nuits-St-Georges 1er Cru 'Pruliers'

145.00

Domaine Jean Grivot, Burgundy. 2003
There is a lovely depth to the rich mid-palate of Jean Griovot's Nuits-St Georges Les Pruliers 1er Cru, which
includes both red and black fruit notes leading to a precise well-dinlineated finish, typical of recent Grivot
magic.

48

Clos de Vougeot Grand Cru

145.00

Domaine Francois Lamarche, Burgundy. 2003
Hand picked, 80 to 100% de-stemmed depending on the vintage. Vatting period of about 15 to 18 days, in open
oak vats with a low temperature (controlled by thermo-regulation). Fine and fully bodied, lively yet with
mouthfilling fruit. Lamarche's Clos de Vougeot GC is a very complete wine which combines ripe fruit with a
fresh vivacity.

49

Bonnes Mares Grand Cru

145.00

Drouhin-Laroze, Burgundy. 2003
"More vegetal and meaty on the nose. Lovely top notes of mocha, too. Very rich, and some obviously thick
skins, too. A real mouthful." JancisRobinson.com

50

Vosne Romanee 1er Cru 'Les Suchots'

155.00

Domine Jean Grivot, Burgundy. 2003
One of the great 1er Cru Vineyards in Vosne adjoining two Grand Cru's. Richebourg and Romanee St Vivant.
This is very scented wine with real harmony. The volume and breadth of fruit create a real mouth filling
sensation and the long sweet fruit finish helps to confirm that this is a wine of great distinction.

51

Mazis-Chambertin Grand Cru

160.00

Domaine Maume, Burgundy. 2003
Medium, medium-plus colour - some purple reflections. Despite the description of the oak regime here, this
starts deep and toasty. A swirl releases dark-skinned fruit and over time it transforms to a more floral and spicy
effect. The texture is rather good with some fat and plenty of well-covered and well-mannered tannin. There's a
burst of interest in the mid-palate helped by the acidity. Finally there's the nice finish.

52

Chambertin Clos de Beze Grand Cru

165.00

Drouhin-Laroze, Burgundy. 2003
"Above all it was important not to go for extraction with these 2003s," says Phiilppe Drouhin. This wine has rich,
purple red colour, with magnificently complex aromas (liquorice, violets, earthiness). It is full-bodied, velvity
densley fruity, exceptionally elegant and perfectly balanced. "very heady and exciting. thick and sweet at the
start and then lots of kirsch effect with a substrate of fine tannins. This should not disappoint." 18/20JancisRobinson.com

53

Clos de Vougeot Grand Cru

170.00

Domaine Jean Grivot, Burgundy. 2003
Good full red. Cherry, currant and licorice on the nose, in fact, this is rather tender for a Vougeot, giving an
impression of lowish acidity. Chewy finish features sweet, tactile tannins.

Clos de la Roche Grand Cru
54

160.00

Nicolas Potel, Burgundy. 2003
The nose is deep and more "animale" with red berry fruit, trimmed in a bit of wood spice that dissolves into
supple, fresh and attractively textured flavours. Really quite fine for a young Clos de la Roche. (90-92 points,
Alen Meadows - Burghound.com - Jan 08)

55

Clos de Vougeot Grand Cru

185.00

Domaine de la Vougeraie, Burgundy. 2003
Like blackberry confit, this is ripe and polished. There are ample tannins for support, and this has freshness
and fine length.

56

La Grand Rue Grand Cru

230.00

Domaine Franscois Lamarche, Burgundy. 2003
Primely situated, La Grande Rue Grand Cru vineyard has produced a very sensuous, mouthfilling wine with
delicious length and depth. The fruit is plump but with a clear sense of refinement, whilst a beautiful core of
minerality runs right through. This is truly an imperial wine.

57

Bonnes Mares Grand Cru
Georges Roumier, Burgundy. 2003
Complex with sweet minerals and a hint of mint. A little hot on palate, with a tight and grippy finish.

400.00

Rhone
5

Mas de Vignerons Rouge

14.50

Paul Boutinot. 2011
Friendly and warming with sweet rich fruit and spice. Lots of plum and strawberry fruit, omedium bodied, soft
and fruity. Value, Vin de Pays Vaucluse from the Cotes Du Rhone region

58

Clos des Miran

20.00

Cotes du Rhone. 2011
A balanced blend of two classic Rhône varieties Syrah and Grenache.
An aromatic Côtes du Rhône, fresh and lively, with loads of berry fruit, a peppery nose and a hint of herbes de
Provence. It is a perfect wine for partnering with hearty casseroles, sausages, pasta or cheese fondue.

10

Les Coteaux Schisteux - Cotes du Rhone Villages

25.00

Paul Boutinot. 2009
Breath-taking aromas of opulent ripe fruit, plum laced with figs with oaky nuances; the palate is equally richly
textured, totally integrated flavours of fruit and some new oak. There is a keynote velvety texture throughout
and a beautiful length of flavour in the finish.

59

Cote Brune - Côte-Rôtie

78.00

Domaine Gilles-Barge. 2003
"Cote Brune possesses a dark ruby/purple color along with an attractive bouquet of grilled herbs, scorched
earth, black cherries, and black currants. Deep, medium to full-bodied, long, and robust with the distinctive
earthy, leathery character of this estate well-displayed. The 2006 offerings performed better from bottle than
they did last year from cask. 90-92 points. Robert Parker."

60

Les Becasses - Côte-Rôtie

90.00

M. Chapoutier. 2003
This premium Côte-Rôtie delivers a powerful yet finely-structured wine, introducing intense aromas on the nose
(rapsberry, hints of violet, a touch of olive and ""tapenade"", of rosemary and crashed peppercorns) leading to
a full- flavoured palate, with an aftertaste of smoky wood, spices and vanilla.

61

Chante le Merle - Chateauneuf Du Papes

90.00

Domaine Bosquet des Papes. 2003
Tise light ruby/garnet-colored 2003 Chateauneuf du Pape offers a heady concoction of kirsch, pepper,
seaweed, and salty sea breezes followed by broad plum and cherry flavors, soft tannins, low acidity, and a
plump finish. Drink it over the next 8-10 years. Score - 89. R. Parker

62

Hermitage Rouge

100.00

M. Sorrel. 2003
Marc 's top wine is from 60-year-old vines in the heart of the Méal vineyard, with 10% Marsanne added to the
Syrah to add aromatic and textural complexity; a symphony of sweet and savoury flavours, a wine to keep for a
decade or more.

63

Domaine St Pierre - Cornas

105.00

P. Jaboulet. 2003
Extremely rich, full bodied yet smooth with pleasant cherry scent.

64

Monier de Sizeranne - Hermitage Rouge

110.00

M. Chapoutier. 2003
Deep garnet red with purple highlights. Aromas of red fruit (raspberry and black currant) with a hint of licorice.
Round and elegant with soft and concentrated tannins, and a long finish.

65

Clos de Papes - Chateauneuf Du Pape

110.00

P. Avril 2003
A great success, and possibly the finest wine made here since the monumental 1990 and 1978. Its dense
ruby/purple color is matched by an extraordinary perfume of black raspberries, kirsch, blackberries, licorice,
incense, and Chinese black tea. There is tremendous intensity on the attack, full body, loads of glycerin, and
abundant but sweet tannin. With magnificent purity, richness, and generosity, yet fine delineation. 96-99/100
points. (Robert Parker - Wine Advocate - Dec-2004)

66

La Chapelle - Chateauneuf Du Pape
P. Jaboulet 2003
The finest example of this cuvee since 1990, the 2003 Hermitage La Chapelle (50,000 bottles rather than the
normal 96,000+ were produced) possesses an inky/purple color as well as a tremendous bouquet of creme de
cassis, crushed flowers, truffles, and licorice. Full-bodied and powerful (15% natural alcohol) with good
freshness and definition.

180.00

Bordeaux & Southwest
67

Chateau de la Jaubertie

22.00

Bergerac 2007
Has a distinct Claret-like quality with lightly-cedary notes and blackcurrant fruit

68

Chateau de Balan

22.00

Bordeaux 2009
Dark ruby red, it has a very deft touch of oak on the nose and palate which both enriches and rounds the edges
into a smooth, well balanced claret.

70

Chateau Pineraie

25.00

Cahors 2009
Don't be put off by the strong rural nose of this wine because the palate is fantastic. Intense berry fruit with
plum, blackberry and lots of spice. Vanilla and soft oak as well as violets and a potpourri character add
complexity, which is balanced by gentle tannins. Smooth and sumptuous, this wine expresses the almost
tender notes of Malbec.

70

Chateau Couronneau

25.00

Bordeaux Superieur 2010
This wine comes from a very dynamic and forward-thinking estate that's one of the critics favourites. Has
wonderfully ripe black summer fruits from the merlot grape, whilst barrel ageing gives it a creamy texture and
sweet attack on the palate.

72

Château Larrivet Haut-Brion

50.00

Pessac Leognan 2004
..excellent fruit, medium body, sweet tannin, and a seductive, lush personality.' 89 Points // Robert Parker

73

Château Grate-Cap

50.00

Pomerol 1999
Full bodied and firm, the wine has a deep crimson colour, and a fine balance of fruit-driven power and savoury
tannic grip, accompanied by a nose of dry herbs and cedar.

74

Chateau La Croix de Gay

80.00

Pomerol 2003
With an aromatic nose of Raspberries, Cherries, smoke and espresso, the palette is rich and opulent with laods
of fruit and a plush texture.

75

Chateau Pipeau (Magnum 150cl)
Saint Emilion Grand Cru 2005
Largely Merlot, with 5% each of Cabernet Sauignon and Cabernet Franc, oak aged for 12 months, a full-bodied
red with soft tannins and gentle spicy wood to highlight aromas and flavors of blackberries, black cherries and
hints of white chocolate, all lingering nicely.

100.00

Loire
90

'Graviers'

25.00

Bourgueil, Damien Lorieux, Loire. 2006.
Herbaceous and peppery dark red cherry and berry aromas, with good doses of pine needles and cedar; a
rustic, earthy wine.

77

Chateau de Bonneliere

30.00

Chinon Rouge. 2010
This Chinon is a benchmark Cabernet Franc with plentiful morello cherries and redcurrant. Particularly good
with the French classic, "Coq au Vin".

87

Sancerre Rouge

40.00

Domaine Raimbault, Sancerre. 2010
Herbaceous and peppery dark red cherry and berry aromas, with good doses of pine needles and cedar; a
rustic, earthy wine.

Languedoc
78

Merlot

16.00

Domaine de Bahourat, Vins de Pays de Gard, France. 2010
Incredibly well balanced and easy to drink. Sumptuous red fruit, rippling with flavours of crushed morello
cherries and crunchy fragrant minty dark chocolate.

79

Cuvee Gabrielle de Spinola (50cl Bottle)

20.00

Chateau Coujan, AOC Saint Chinian, France. 2010
Wine of deep color, lovely bright purple reflections. On the palette there's a strong attack of berries, with notes
of crushed strawberries with floral character and a discrete liquorice finish. Particularly balanced tannins.

111 Le Fou 'Pinot Noir'

20.00

VDP De l'Aude
A luscious, textural Pinot Noir made without oak displaying very intense, sweet berry fruit with a savoury twist the defining crackly edge of Pinot Noir streaks through the palate to a mesmerisingly fruity, utterly drinkable,
sensuous finish.

81

Pure Pinot Noir

28.00

Domaine de Brau, Vin de Pays de l'Aude, Rousillion, France. 2010
This lightly-herbal southern French Pinot Noir has crunchy summer berry fruits and a good, long length of
flavour in the palate. Chunkier than some Pinot Noir's this wine can certainly carry more flavoursome foods.

82

Pure Petit Verdot

30.00

Domaine de Brau, Vin de Pays de l'Aude, Rousillion, France. 2011
Dark, with an exuberant blueberry and violet nose, the palate is soft and generous with full black cherry and
plum flavours, and a hint of pepperiness.

83

Les Lauzieres

32.00

Mas de la Barben, Nimes, Coteaux de Languedoc. 2009
Medium garnet in colour the wine has lovely aromas of red cherries,red plums, a hint of strawberries with sweet
spices. On the palate it is dry with soft ripe well integrated tannins and flavours of strawberries and kirsch.
Medium body with a lingering finish and a hint of sweetness.

84

Grand Reserve Rouge

35.00

Faugeres, France. 2010
Richly concentrated, warm red fruits nicely balanced with its rounded tannins. This wine has a lovely savoury
finish.

85

Les Sabines
Mas de la Barben, Nimes, Coteaux de Languedoc. 2009
"The dense ruby/purple-tinged Les Sabines (a blend of 80% Syrah and 20% Grenache) offers up smoky, ripe
cassis, melted licorice, chocolate, dried herb, and bacon fat characteristics. Spicy, rich, medium-bodied, and
moderately tannic, it should drink well for 5-7 years." - 90 Pts Robert Parker - The Wine Advocate

40.00

